WHITE PAPER

A BINANCE BASE DEFI TOKEN

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper is accurate, up
to date, and all the products, services, technical architecture, token distribution,
company timelines; all these materials could have changed without any notice, and
they can never be considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. The
whitepaper does not bind any individual to enter into any contract or any binding
legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper also does not make up any
form or any part of any opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell,
or which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be
considered a part of any effect which can be used for the formation of contract or
investment decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any
person to enter any agreement or consider it a binding legal commitment to the
contribution of the whitepaper.

INTRODUCTION
The Cryptocurrency universe is a breeding ground for new decentralized and
innovative systems that will bring solutions to some of the most important issues in
the world. We are going to make cryptocurrency easy by making it a one place stop
for all your cryptocurrency needs. The team behind Seamlessswap wants to lead the
way of the eco- system and help bridge the power of cryptocurrency with the
challenges of the decentralized financial system in the world today.
Seamlessswap is a Binance Smart Chain-based cryptocurrency with a one-of-a-kind
rewards platform with maximum payouts through a gaming platform, where buyers
and sellers meet to transact based on long-term speculative and value views.
Seamlessswap is based on Binance Smart Chain BSC (BEP20). This ecosystem is
based upon automatic Rewards, LP Acquisition and Yield Farming . LP Acquisition
is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by holding the coin and
also generates a passive income. Seamlessswap also provides multifunction for the
user, with a secure platform for Ultra-fast transactions, lower fees than other coins
and a burning function. Seamlessswap is an eco-friendly currency that does not
want to damage the environment, so that's why it disabled the mining function. No
one can mine Seamlessswap.
Every transaction in the Seamlessswap protocol leads to the automated creation of
liquidity within the PancakeSwap LP, which operates on the concept of automatic
LP. Seamlessswap distributes RFI static benefits to holders through static reflection,
resulting in a continuous increase of their balance. Finally, Seamlessswap uses a
manual burn approach, with burns managed by the team and promoted depending
on performance. This is advantageous for long-term participants and helps to keep
the community informed and rewarded.

VISION
We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every
portfolio.” We envision a world where wealth
building strategies that were once only accessible to
affluent individuals become available to everyone,
transferring the power over our financial systems
back to the people. Seamlessswap is going to create
a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into
digital assets, building a safe and secure platform
that is positioned for global adoption with no
limitations helping to earn a handsome income
through Holding and betting along with maintaining
their privacy, security and autonomy. We strive to
create an ecosystem based on sound monetary
policies, with a sound and solid decentralized
foundation, that should be expected with the
Seamlessswap platform.

ECOSYSTEM
Seamlessswap is a decentralized finance (Defi) token on the Binance eco system, with
three functions that take place during each trade: Reflection, Liquidity Pool (LP)
Acquisition and Burn. These functions work together to overcome messy problems
caused by farming rewards and price fluctuations. That is nearing the Binance user
ceiling and its growth is unsustainable. We believe that Seamlessswap will see
exponential growth, just as Seamlessswap has, and Seamlessswap token hopes to
generate immense value for our community by taking advantage of this opportunity.

REFLECTION
Also known as static rewards, static rewards aims to prevent price collapses and
valuation bubble busts caused by liquidity provider (LP) farming rewards. Manual
burns assist in rewarding and informing the community. The manual burns
circumstances and quantities are publicized and monitored. During larger collapses,
this automatic liquidity pool offers stability. When whales sell big positions,
automatic LP keeps the price from drastically fluctuating.

WHY STATIC?
The reflected method successfully enables token holders to hold their holdings
depending on percentages completed and total coins owned by owners. Static
rewards play an important part in addressing a variety of issues to provide investors
with earnings, depending on the number of coins exchanged in the market. This
method is designed to satisfy early adopters who want to sell their tokens after
earning high APYs.
This method attempts to relieve some of the negative sell pressure on the coins that
have been created by early adopters selling their tokens after harvesting insanely
high APYs. Second, the reflecting mechanism encourages holders to keep their coins
to earn greater kickbacks, which are calculated as a proportion of the total tokens
owned by the owner.

BURNING
Sometimes burns are important, and sometimes they aren't. In the early days of a
cryptocurrency, a continuous burn on a single protocol may be convenient, but it
implies the burn cannot be limited or regulated in any manner. Burns that are
managed by the team and elevated based on accomplishments assist to keep the
community informed and rewarded. The conditions and proportions of the automatic
burn may be marketed and monitored. Seamlessswap intends to execute a long-term
burn strategy that is both helpful and gratifying for people who participate.
Furthermore, manual burns assist in rewarding and informing for the Seamlessswap
community. The manual burn's circumstances and quantities are publicized and
monitored. 2% Burning of Seamlessswap token will continue after every
transaction. Burnt tokens are shown on our website readout, allowing for more
transparency in determining the current circulating supply at anyone moment

LIQUIDITY
Liquidity providers receive LP coins for providing liquidity. Users pay fees for
trading on DEV, which is allocated to liquidity providers depending on the quantity
of LP coins or percent share they own in the pool. LP may suffer a temporary loss as
a result of providing liquidity, and they may not get the same number of coins back.
The Seamlessswap token protocol guarantees that coin holders' assets are
immediately taken and locked for liquidity. The primary goal is to keep the holder
informed about the Seamlessswap token performance by avoiding whale dips when
they are used in a mass trade off.
Seamlessswap token secret is an automatic LP. We have a function here that serves
as a dual beneficial implementation for holders. To begin, the contract collects token
from both sellers and purchasers and adds them to the LP, establishing a stable price
floor. Secondly, the penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistant mechanism, ensuring that
the volume of Seamlessswap token remains safe as a reward for the holders. In
principle, the additional LP provides stability by adding the tax to the coin's total
liquidity, thus, raising the coin's overall LP and maintaining the coin's price floor.
This differs from another reflection of coins burn functions, which benefits only in
the near term from the given supply decrease. The price stability of the
Seamlessswap LP mimics this function, with the added advantage of a firm price
floor and cushion for holders. The aim is to avoid bigger drops in the price when
whales opt to sell their coins later in the game, which prevents the price from
changing as much as it would if the automated LP mechanism wasn't in place. All of
this is in an attempt to address some of the issues with the existing Defi reflection
coins. For these reasons, we are sure that system and protocol will triumph over
outdated reflection tokens.

STAKING
Seamlessswap works on the Binance platform, which is eco-friendly, working on a
proof of stake system. In addition to being the largest crypto exchange by trading
volume, Binance offers exemplary staking services. Binance staking ensures users'
funds are safe by leveraging effective security measures and providing Secure Asset
Fund for Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of
the safest and most eco-friendly methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income.
The platform stores all staked coins using a secure wallet and a double-checking
system. As more and more people, including institutional investors, realize the
cryptocurrency markets lucrativeness, crypto staking is fast becoming a trend of
earning passive income by simply holding or locking funds in a wallet. Since staking
cryptos requires some technical crypto know-how and damming requirements,
Seamlessswap staking platforms come in handy to allow investors, even those without
technical knowledge of cryptocurrency, to stake PoS coins and earn rewards. For only a
percentage of your staking rewards, the staking platform lends you their technical
expertise and validates stakes on your behalf, enabling you to earn passive income. The
substantial growth of cryptocurrency staking has seen a boom in staking platforms
allowing investors to earn staking rewards seamlessly. If you're thinking of making
passive income through staking, then Seamlessswap token is the perfect option.

BENEFITS OF STAKING
Sovereign system

SECURITY

A decentralized global currency
complete with an efficient
infrastructure.

It has inherent security, which
is essential to maintaining the
integrity of a ledger.

FAST TRANSACTION
APP

LOW TRANSACTION
FEES

It has high speed transaction
rate than others that makes him
fast and unique than other

Seamlessswap runs on BSC
which has one very low
transaction fees

COMPLETE
UNIQUENESS

PASSIVE INCOME

Seamlessswap is a decentralized
token with a charity focus.

Stake holders earn incentives by
holding and controlling their
digital wealth. Passive income for
the beneficiary is the reward of
staking.

WHY SEAMLESSSWAP?

WEALTH REIMAGINED

IMAGINE POSSIBILITIES

LESS RISK, MORE REWARD

We believe in bridging the
relationship between what investors
need and the distance they’re from
it. So we've entered the blockchain
network to offer better opportunities
starting with seamlessswap digital
tokens.

We expand possibilities and challenge
the status quo. Tokens that pay
dividends and gives you better
governance and control. Vote what you
think should happen next

It's simple. Seamlessswap tokens pay
dividends you want and give options to
stake; this means more earnings in your
pocket. Additionally, our governance
tokens allow community interaction to
drive effective changes, make project
decisions, and key elements for maximum
results

REDEFINING
INVESTMENT CULTURE

EXPECT OPPORTUNITY

SECURITY

The traditional way of investing
involves detailed analytics, pattern
recognition,
and
constant
risk
tolerance.
Seamlessswap
digital
removes the need for critical thinking
and having to make sophisticated
decisions. Instead, we improve upon
our ideas with a hybrid approach to
innovation.

Long-term thinking is at the center of
our core values. Our focus is on
building opportunities and innovating
possibilities across our investor
community. Thinking along the paths
of consistency and making better
investment products better highlight
our commitment to excellence

Safety, security, and trustworthiness are
our top priorities. The many benefits that
blockchain and smart contracts bring make
it harder to go back to solutions that often
failed. We thrive on the cutting-edge of
secured technology solutions

SEAMLESSSWAP CHARITY
Seamlessswap is a ground-breaking new system designed to revolutionize the DeFi
space. One of our missions is charitable giving. We encourage our holders to donate to
our charity wallet to fulfil our ongoing mission to assist in charitable projects and
organizations as well as linked charity organization. Our vision is to donate both token
and fiat to the charity of choice to provide ongoing assistance for charitable projects
deemed appropriate for support by our community as well as charitable projects picked
by our team. We are striving to combat homelessness in local communities along with
animal abuse and its habitat rescue. we are also working in collaboration with your
votes to decide the new charities in need to donate to, as we want our contributions to
be a reflection of what's important to you, our community. By using the blockchain
system to donate to charities, our system provides complete transparency toward
charitable donations and reflects our community voices. Donations made in fiat will be
updated by team members in the appropriate sections for our community to be made
aware

How it works?

Member donates
Seamlessswap

Members vote to decide the
charity organization for donation

Transaction back to charity
is fully auditable

Seamlessswap sent to
Charity

A block is then added to the
chain providing a transparent
record of the transaction

TOKEN DETAILS

TOKEN NAME
SYMBOL
TOTAL SUPPLY
PLATFORM
BURN RATE

SEAMLESSSWAP TOKEN
SEAMLESSSWAP
400,000,000
Binance smart chain
2%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
SeamlessSwap is a High rewarding yield farming token on Binance Smart Chain
which is distributed on 9.9% devs, 4.5% marketing and 75% Liquidity. Marketing and
dev wallets will be used to further on the development and achieve what we want in
the road map.

Private presale
13%

Presale
44.4%

Devs.
9.9%

Marketing
4.5%

Liquidity
28.2%

ROADMAP

Q4, 2021

Q3, 2021

Start development of launchpad

Get listed on an exchange have
more farms and pools and a
complete redesign of the website

Q1, 2022
Start development of app with
the integrated wallet to make the
easiest crypto on the Defi
marketplace marketing push
List on more exchanges
Lauching of the launchpad

Q2, 2022
Beta launch of the app seamless
Defi wallet on android and iOS
Start development of a centralized
exchange
Seamless exchange Look for
major crypto partnerships and
Exchange listings.

Launch token,
Marketing push,
List on coin gecko
and coin market cap,
Find potential crypto
games partners.
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